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ABSTRACT 
Dynarmc stabllity derlvatlves play an important role In the deslgn of control systems 
for aerospace vehlcles These parameters can be approximately estimated by varlous com- 
putational methods For optlmal design of control systems, these approximate values are 
generally inadequate The approximation arises due to the difficulty in modeling the com- 
plex flow phenomenon Hence, it would be necessary to obtam a set of stabllity parameters 
for deslgn using expenments in a wind tunnel These derivatlves can be refined further by 
conductmg actual fllght trlals on the prototype vehcles 
Experiments In wlnd tunnel generally use forced or free osclllatlon methods for the 
measurement of aerodynarmc stablllty derivatlves of the model Usually, these forced or 
free oscillation rigs are capable of lmpartmg one degree of freedom oscillations to the 
model Imparting multlple degrees of freedom osclllatlon depends on the versatility of the 
rig In general these setups Involve complex mechmsms and that are model specific To 
overcome these deficiencies model sem free and free fight techxuques are developed In 
these methods the model is allowed to fly m a lirmted number of degrees of freedom in a 
wind stream and stablllty derivatlves of the model are extracted by applymg the system 
identlficatlon techmques on the recorded motlon tune hstory data 
Prelimnary experiments conducted in single degree of freedom on an arcraft model 
havlng servo driven elevator to esttmate the ptch darnplng derlvatlve have earller shown 
that the dynarnlc flight techmque to be capable of accurately determning some of the 
derivatlves Successful experiments of this kind have been reported in literature 
The present work is an extension of the single degree of freedom technique In this 
work we develop an expenmental method to estimate aerodynamic stability derivatives of 
a flight vehlcle configuration by conducting wind tunnel experiments on a model whlch 1s 
allowed to oscillate rn two degrees of freedom 
A novel suspenslon system based on "blfilar suspension techmque" whlch has two 
degrees of freedom 1s designed for exciting lateral oscillat~ons of a fllght vehicle model In 
wind tunnel A simple finned configuratron (designated as the Basic Finner) is chosen 
for this study A mathematical model 1s developed for the motlon of the model whch is 
constrained by the suspenslon setup to execute small amplitude oscillations in two(latera1 
and yaw) degrees of fkeedom in a wind stream The model suspension system consists of 
two vertical rods hnged at thelr upper ends to a fixed support and pivoted at the lower end 
to the model The setup is instrumented so as to measure the displacement of suspenslon 
rods in the lateral plane at the supports by potentiometers One of the fins is servo driven 
and instrumented for measuring its angular movement 
Three configurations of the suspensions are chosen for the present study Wmd tun- 
nel experiments on the basic finner model can be divided into (1) wmd-on steady state 
experiments and (2) mnd-off / wind-on dynarmc experiments In wind-on steady state 
experiments the model is mounted on a SIX component stram gauge balance in the wind 
tunnel and aerodynamc forces acting on the model at some wmd speed are measured 
In dynarmc experiments, first the model 1s imtially disturbed manually under wind- 
off conditions in the wind tunnel Motion time hstory of the model is recorded Since 
there are no aerodynarmc forces acting on the model, from t h s  experiment only the model 
inertia parameters such as moment of inertla and frequencies of oscillation are estimated by 
applying the system identification techmques on the recorded time trace of free oscillations 
data 
Wind-on dynarmc studies conslst of (1) free oscillation (2) forced oscillation experi- 
ments In wind-on free oscillation experunents, the model is given an imtial disturbance 
manually and motion tlme hstorles are recorded In wind-on exclted oscillation exper- 
~ments model is exclted to oscillate by givmg various control inputs namely, multistep 
(3-2-1-I), doublet (2-2), ~mpulse etc , to the servo driven fin t h o '  a radio control system 
Response of the model for various control is recorded Stability derivatives of the model 
are estimated by applying system identification techmques to the recorded data 
As there is a possibility of instability of motion in t h s  setup, stability of the model 
motion has been analyzed using eigenvalue analysis Measured and predicted model speeds 
are compared Results from dynamic experiments are copmared with results from wind-on 
steady state experiments and avadable data in literature and found to be in reasonably 
good agreement 
